Interaction forces between polyethylene oxide-polypropylene oxide ABA copolymers adsorbed to hydrophobic surfaces.
Block and graft copolymers are frequently used as stabilizing agents in colloidal dispersions. One common material is the range of polymers known as "Pluronics," which is a BASF trade name for ABA block copolymers composed of a propylene oxide anchoring block (B block) and two ethylene oxide buoy or stabilizing blocks (A block); the equivalent ICI (Uneqima) trade name is Synperonic. In the work presented here the interactions between adsorbed layers of these materials immersed in 10(-2) M sodium sulfate solutions are presented. The block copolymers investigated had an approximately fixed molecular weight of around 3250 Da for the anchoring B block, whilst the molecular weight of the stabilizing polyethylene oxide chains varies around 800-6500 Da. Hydrophobic glass surfaces were used as the test substrate. It was found that in the absence of polymer a long ranged attractive interaction is observed, typical for the interaction between hydrophobic surfaces in aqueous media, but that in the presence of the polymers a repulsion was observed. The repulsion became longer ranged as the molecular weight of the ethylene oxide chain increased. On separation of the surfaces, the interaction was slightly longer ranged, suggesting that the two polymer layers intertwine and stretch each other on separation. This effect was more noticeable for the higher molecular weight polymers. The compression data were well described using a scaling analysis for the interaction between polymer brushes.